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Abstract 

Elementium Future Project is a Blockchain ecosystem developed by the Elementium team, which consists of 

Elementium Browser, Elementium OS and Elementium Token, supporting individual and enterprise users. 

Elementium Browser supports mining algorithm of current mainstream cryptocurrency tokens including 

SHA256, SHA156D, SHA512, Scrypt, X11, X13, X15 and X16R, as well as real mining on PCs configured with 

independent video cards (mining technique by integrated video card will be realized soon). This browser enables 

users to acquire exciting reward from Elementium platform and incentives in real mining, by fully exploiting 

potential of PCs in mining and making it easy enough for computer strangers. In this way, a considerable amount 

of social idle computational resources can be utilized, with more users and equipment involved in Blockchain 

industry construction, providing sufficient native nodes for Blockchain industry and empowering infrastructure 

construction and development of the entire industry. 

Elementium OS is an open enterprise operating system supporting multiple platforms. It offers open 

interfaces for enterprise users and provides operating system underlying API for Blockchain applications, so as to 

better support Blockchain application class projects. Elementium OS also helps users to develop Blockchain 

applications and thus improve hardware efficiency in supporting Blockchain underlying technologies, reducing 

enterprise management and operating costs while improving the satisfaction of enterprise users. 

Elementium Tokens are issued based on Elementium Browser and Elementium OS. By using the Browser, 

users can get Token, which can be used for voting, dug by default settings, default mining pools and those at the 

entrance of navigation page such as new label page. Token holders will have the chance to participate in 

decision-makings concerning development of Elementium Future. 

Elementium Browser and OS provide browser-IM-based development interfaces for enterprises and 

individual users with certain development capability, while supporting platform website, H5 game, FLASH game, 

free-of-charge applications. Once authorized, it can connect with user information on Elementium Browser and 

OS, such as relation web and wallet. Project Elementium offers a better ecological platform for these Blockchain 

applications and games with its prospect to involve and benefit everyone in Blockchain industry construction in 

this valuable Internet era.  
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Chapter 1   Background 

1.1 Blockchain, a Key Technology for Next Human Civilization 

Blockchain as a hot spot in current finance and technology fields is drawing dramatically increasing 

attention and researches. Some scholars see it as the fifth disruptive innovation of computing paradigms 

following the mainframe, personal computer, Internet and mobile Internet. Blockchain is expected to reshape 

the forms of human social activities like the Internet and realize transformation from the current information 

Internet to valuable Internet. (Quoted from: Characteristics and Development Trend of Blockchain Technology, 

by Yao Qian, Director of Digital Currency Research Institute, the People’s Bank of China) 

As an innovative application in the Internet era, Blockchain adopts distributed data storage, point-to-point 

transmission, consensus mechanism and encryption algorithm. The point-to-point distributed storage on 

Blockchain is a reliable trust system which keeps value delivery away from intermediary interference, realizes 

both open information and privacy protection, supporting shared decision making while protecting individual 

rights, and thus improves efficiency in value interaction and reduces cost. 

Data stored in Blockchain system are consistent, cannot be tampered with or repudiated, and thus enjoys 

great potential for its worldwide application as it is drawing increasing attention with more and more countries 

joining this field, including developed countries like the U. K, the U. S, Japan, Germany, Canada and Australia, 

developing countries like India, Thailand and Mexico, carrying out technical researches in this area to explore the 

possibility of linking Blockchain to different industries and its role in national strategies. 

1.2 Popularity of Blockchain 

Bitcoin made Blockchain technology known to the public. In 2009, Satoshi Nakamoto proposed the concept 

of Bitcoin, an application 1.0 based on Blockchain technology with its original goal to build a reliable 

decentralized trustworthy point-to-point electronic cash system free from double spend attack, based on a core 

Blockchain technology of multi-node collaboration. Transactions are broadcasted to network via these nodes 

and then recorded in blocks so that transactions is trustable and cannot be tampered with. So, the node is a core 

technology of Blockchain, which makes Blockchain technology reliable and trustworthy. 

Over the past 10 years, Bitcoin value experienced large fluctuations in development and became wide 

recognized. Then a new industry emerged, Mining - operation of “mining” software on computing equipment 

which recorded all Bitcoin transactions while making sure that people cannot use the same Bitcoin multiple 

times, with partial Bitcoins provided as incentives for the “mining” in hashrate. So the higher the hashrate, the 

more the Bitcoins will be gained via the “mining”. 

Similar to Bitcoin, projects like Ethereum (ETH) and “Netease star” take similar rewarding mechanisms. With 

more and more people joining the mining industry for good return, there are more and more corresponding 

nodes in Blockchain network, which meets the requirement of initial decentralization of Blockchain technology. 
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Chapter 2   Current Market and Problems 

2.1 Development Space for Blockchain Industry 

Bitcoin network launched in Jan. 2009 entered in rapid development in Jan. 2016 when its hashrate 

reached to 1EH/S (till May 2, 2018) with a total market value of Token on Global Blockchain approaching 

$500,000,000,000 equivalent to 2/3 market value of Google or 1/2 market value of Apple, and enjoying huge 

development potential though it was far behind aggregate value of NASDAQ’s listed stock. (Fig. 1) 

 

Fig. 1 Global Blockchain Token 20180502 

Data from: coinmarketcap.com 

2.2 Mining Wasting Much Energy Sources 

High benefits from mining require high-hash-rate mining machines which consume mainly electricity. 

According to the latest energy consumption index of Bitcoin, estimated annual electricity consumption on 

Bitcoin mining is 14.54 trillion TWh, that is, electricity consumption on every Bitcoin transaction is about 163 

KWh, equal to electricity consumption by an average American home for 5.5 days. 

Such power consumption is comparable to Turkmenistan, a central Asian country with its electricity 

consumption ranking 81st in the world. The average electricity consumed by ETH mining is 4.69 TWh, a third of 

Bitcoin's. This means electricity consumption on every ETH transaction is 49KWh. ETH’s electricity consumption 

approaches to Moldova, an eastern European country ranking 120th in global energy consumption. 
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Fig. 2 Table for Energy Consumption Index of Ethereum 

Date from: digiconomist.net 

Besides, relevant data from United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) indicate that 

energy shortage is a serious worldwide problem. In the world today, about 1.5 billion people are living without 

electricity and 3 billion people burn wood for cooking. Kande Youmkay, director-general of UNIDO said that in 

2030, the global population will reach 9 billion, and there will be 2 billion people living with electricity shortage. 

Therefore, due to worldwide electricity shortage, it is urgent to solve the problem of huge energy 

consumption in Blockchain mining, which is inevitable for sound development of Blockchain industry. 

 

2.3 Multiple nodes cannot participate in mining, a deviation from Blockchain’s original purpose  

If it is in 2009 when Bitcoin was newly launched, mining could be easy as hundreds of Bitcoins could be 

mined by PCs within just one week. However, today’s mining becomes more and more difficult as this industry 

experienced explosive growth with large number of mines emerged. (Fig. 3) 

 

Fig. 3 

Note: k approximates to 1000 operation time/s; M≈1 m operation time/s; G≈1 b operation time/s; T≈1 t operation time/s; P≈1000 t operation time/s; E≈100 t 

operation time/s 

Data from: BTC.COM 

Mining space for individuals is in reduction, and there are no resources for substitution. This means that 

blocks obtained by hashrate are controlled by large centralizing mechanisms, which is a contradiction to the 

characteristics of Blockchain decentralization. If a large number of social idle equipments are used for the 
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calculation, the industry will be in more rational development, that is, to enable more people to participate in 

the market so as to benefit more in a benign sustainable development. 

2.4 Blockchain bookkeeping nodes not match the current hashrate 

Blockchain, though involves mining at great hashrate, has insufficient bookkeeping nodes as security of 

Blockchain data. Take Bitcoin as the example, as of May 22, 2018, Bitcoin’s market value was more than $160 

billion, while there were only 10,308 active nodes in the world (Fig. 4), and this disproportion failed to take on 

distributed advantages of Blockchain technology. 

 

Fig. 4 Real-time Nodes of Bitcoin 

Data from: bitnodes.earn.com 

2.5 Individual miners encounter difficulty in joining the mining 

It is hard for individual users to join the mining. First, earlier reward and benefit maximizing in mining 

requires good understanding on hash-rate-related hardware. Second, some software for mining is not in 

humanized design and requires certain basic programming knowledge which is difficult for most users. Third, it is 

not easy to pick a really suitable one from various block-derived Tokens to maximize benefit. Last, how can 

individual users sell the rewards they gained is another problem. 

Conclusions are as follows in Fig. 5: 
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Fig.5 

Chapter 3   About Elementium Future 

To increase nodes in Blockchain industry development, improve Blockchain reliability and reduce energy 

waste, Elementium team designed and developed Elementium Browser, Elementium OS and Elementium Token. 

In Elementium Future Blockchain system, Elementium Browser involves individual users in mining, increases 

the utilization rate of idle PCs, reduce unnecessary resource waste and return the nodes to the origin according 

to the original intention of Blockchain design. 

Elementium OS builds links for individual and enterprise users, provides system underlying API interfaces 

for enterprise users, and creates multiple Blockchain core modules like mining, mining pools, wallet and point-

to-point communication technology. Elementium OS helps enterprise users to realize rapid development of 

Blockchain applications by improving hardware performance and thus Blockchain application efficiency, and 

reduces R&D and operating costs. It also provides system services for mining box products, and supports 

development of embedded controller (EC) for ARM and X86 architectures. 

Elementium Tokens are issued based on Elementium Browser and Elementium OS. By using the Browser, 

users can get Token, which can be used for voting, from default settings, default mining pools and those at the 

entrance of navigation page such as new label page. Token holders will have the chance to participate in many 

decision-makings concerning development of Elementium Future. 

3.1 Elementium Browser 

Elementium Browser based on Blockchain technology, in addition to functions of traditional browsers, helps 

users gain mining benefits on Blockchain by using idle PC hardware resources in an easy way. 

3.1.1 Functions 

3.1.1.1 Mining: Its Cloud data analysis and processing function enable intelligent customization of mining 

strategy for users. Users can carry out mining operations in a few simple steps, choose Tokens to be mined or 

take those recommended by the system. (Fig. 6) 

 

Fig. 6 

3.1.1.2 Automatically charging free Token: most Blockchain projects in initial promotion will reward users for 

daily login or registration. Value of these tokens increases with project development. However, users may find it 

tedious to collect various promotion data and manage various Tokens, and some tokens are even forgotten and 

abandoned in poor management. Elementium Browser provides users with information summaries of various 

projects, helps users to receive rewards and keeps them under unified management. 

3.1.1.3 Wallet (becomes the node): On a PC loaded with an Elementium Browser, Blockchain nodes can be 

established rapidly once there are enough storage space and stable bandwidth. Other main chains in the 
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community attract Elementium users for bookkeeping nodes by offering rewards, during which users can 

allocate their own resources such as hard disks without affecting normal functionality. 

3.1.1.4 Website navigation: Elementium Browser websites related to Blockchain industry to provide users 

convenient access 

3.1.1.5 Intelligent push: The Browser intelligently pushes readings to users according to their preferences. 

3.1.1.6 IM: connected to Telegram. As a vertical social platform in the Blockchain industry, it supports Token 

giving between friends. 

3.1.2 Features 

3.1.2.1 Fit to all types: Elementium Browser supports equipment at all mainstream mobile and PC terminals. 

3.1.2.2 Intelligent customization: Mining on this Browser covers most Blockchain projects in the market. Users 

can choose Tokens according to their equipments or take those recommended by the system. 

3.1.2.3 Formation ecology: Elementium Browser links individual users with Blockchain enterprises, benefiting 

individual users within shorter time while improving traffic for enterprise users so as to promote their 

development and upgrade their services. 

3.2 Interface 

3.2.1 Mining Interface 

 

Fig. 7   Mining Startup Interface 
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Fig. 8   Mining Configuration Interface 

 

 

Fig. 9   Full-screen State of Mining 

 

3.2.2 Other Functional Interfaces 
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Fig. 10   Navigation Page 

 

 

Fig. 11   Page for Acquiring Token 
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Fig. 12   Page for One-key Acquiring Token 

3.3 Core Principles 

Be Responsible for Security 

Elementium team aims to provide users a Browser that is nearly free of security problem. We adopt layered 

defense in our security architecture to avoid single-point failure. The Browser is also secured by an anti-attack 

firewall consisted of sandbox architecture, (ASLR, DEP and JIT) reinforcement and SafeSEH, Safe Browsing, out-

of-date plug-in interception, wallet management, automatic update and verification startup. 

There is no such perfect software free of any security vulnerabilities even through the best development 

and testing processes. Therefore, Elementium team is always ready to solve any security problems and provide 

fixes to users quickly through the automatic update process. 

Knowing that technology is boundless, Elementium team keeps in contacts with numerous security teams 

and organizations, tracking the industry security technology progress, applying the latest technology to products 

and providing technology update information to third parties developing applications based on Elementium 

Browser. Elementium team believes that better security technology benefit everyone. 

User Experience 

In spite of the Elementium Browser with functions like mining benefiting users, we respect user experience 

by observe user-specified resource consumption boundaries. We provide complete user configuration items 

while taking minimalist interaction design. The Browser provides transparent background work to users, 

ensuring a better user experience. 

Mutual Growth 

We are grateful to the Browser users, community and third-party groups for their great concerns on our 

products. So, to acknowledge and reward these supports, we will express public thanks to and pay rewards to 

individuals and groups assisting our product design, techniques and vulnerability discovery, who are always 

welcomed to join us. 
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Chapter 4   Elementium OS 

As a lightweight Blockchain operating system, Elementium OS as rapid, easy operating and safe as 

Elementium Browser, applies to mainstream hardware under x86 and ARM architectures. The system provides 

efficient underlying supports for core technologies such as distributed data storage, point-to-point transmission, 

consensus mechanism and encryption algorithm in Blockchain. It is capable of deep package of core algorithms 

at the system level, seamless connection between on-line main chains and user physical equipments, making 

Blockchain technology powerful. Any two equipments configured with Elementium browsers or Elementium OS 

can perform data synchronization. Lightweight systems are designed to reduce power consumption, which 

improves the endurance of mobile equipments. 

Elementium OS application includes three architecture layers, namely, firmware, Elementium browser and 

window manager, providing both system software architecture and user space services. Firmware enables 

Elementium OS to start up the entire operating system quickly even if it has not yet fully parsed the PC hardware, 

allowing users to start up via mobile storage media. In addition, with the firmware, the operating system can 

provide effective security verification steps during each operation, and recover the running startup program 

more quickly. The system software architecture mainly takes Linux core as its operation core, supplemented by 

accelerating software that can improve startup performance to minimize user space consumption. Besides, in 

the aspect of daemon, Elementium OS using Upstart software adjusted separately enables the operating system 

to provide users with important priority service while repairing programs of failure operations. This also allows 

the operating system to run without having to open all the processes synchronously, and delay some system 

services, to accelerate startup of the overall operating system. The window manager can handle multiple client-

to-user communication windows simultaneously, with its main operation mode the same as window systems of 

other mainstream operating systems. 

Elementium team endeavors to provide a fast, convenient and secure operating system for Blockchain 

community. 

4.1 Security Overview 

Security was considered in Elementium OS design, with its security technology designed by considering 

particularity of Blockchain industry. To protect Token of users or enterprise users, our security design takes two 

kinds of hackers into consideration: opportunistic hackers and professional hackers. 

Opportunistic hackers cheat users through some misleading operations by taking advantages of user habits 

and weakening their vigilance. These hackers often trap users aimlessly within a wide range, by using phishing 

sites, masquerading as a trusted client or using social software to defraud user property and data. 

Professional hackers may target on a certain user or enterprise. By deploying DNS or other cyber-attacks, 

they break the logon or update processes of an Elementium OS equipment to get permission and then control 

the equipment. They may do whatever opportunistic hackers do. 

Elementium OS can ensure security effectively against opportunistic hackers by various technologies like 

system hardening, process isolation, ongoing Web security improvements in Elementium browser, automatic 
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security update, validation startup, encryption and intuitive account management. The system adopts a deep 

defense mechanism against professional hackers, which includes attack prevention and multi-layer protections 

to minimized damage. Professional hackers may do attacks by using remote attack vector to damage 

Elementium OS system equipments, using loopholes in plug-in process based on Elementium Browser, or, like 

opportunistic hackers, trick users into accessing malicious web programs. Elementium Browser boasts its 

architecture with process isolation, and Elementium OS will provide more. 

OS Hardening 

OS hardening helps to protect against opportunistic and professional hackers. Our security strategy 

combines the protection mechanism at an operating system level and mitigation techniques. This combination 

limits our attack surface, reduces the probability of successful hacker attacks and reduces the feasibility of user-

level attacks. The design relies on some independent technologies like processing sandbox, tool chain reinforcing, 

kernel hardening, configuration pairing and additional file system constraints. 

Guiding Principles 

To provide a practical, secure, and easy-to-use system for Elementium OS equipment users, we observe 

four principles: 

Don't stubborn in perfection. There is no flawless security solution, and even unexpected interactions 

between multiple complex systems create security vulnerabilities. We also predict that there are uncaught 

vulnerabilities. Therefore, we shall neither try to find a ultimate solution nor stop executing a good security 

solution. 

In-depth deployment and defense: We will deploy various defensive measures based on the first principle 

to prevent attackers and make it hard to access the system. But suppose an attacker break through these 

barriers into the system, and then we have set up another defensive measure to prevent attackers from leaking 

user accounts and converting them into root access or kernel bug for exploitation. Besides, we will also make it 

more difficult for attackers to add accounts, installation services or keep them after system restarts. 

Quiet security: Security is not an advanced or optional feature. So far, security software providers have to 

make complete solution deployment to tackle with software running on users' PCs, and these solutions often 

impose burdens on users’ equipment in terms of system performance or usability. We are clearer about cases 

requiring software to be in operation on equipments. Therefore, we can deploy solutions better and reduce 

users’ cost on equipment use by reducing operating loads. 

Strive to well coordinate with users. We believe that in real life, users are always assessing risks. But during 

the use of a huge amount of WEBs, surely, users have difficulties in making a reasonable assessment on complex 

risks, so it is necessary for us to send users safety tips and questions. We are trying to figure out which signals 

shall be sent to users, so that we can always make users informed, not just asking less questions making it easier 

for them to understand and make decisions, and ensure that our security measures are not aimless and obsolete 

due to “difficulty to be understood”. 

4.2 Scenarios Covered 

Financial Services 
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Various Blockchain trust mechanisms featuring property provision have potential to transform the financial 

infrastructure – financial assets of different kinds like stock right, bond, bill, warehouse receipt and fund share 

can be integrated into the Blockchain ledger as digital assets which can be saved, transferred and traded on the 

Blockchain. Disintermediation as one of the features of Blockchain technology is able to reduce transaction cost 

and enable financial transactions to be safer, more convenient and intuitive. The combination of Blockchain 

technology and financial industry entails creating more and more business modes, service scenarios, business 

processes and financial products, thus bringing a huge influence on financial market, financial institutions, 

financial services and financial industrial development. With the improvement of Blockchain technology and its 

combination with other financial technologies, Blockchain technology will gradually adapt to the application of 

large-scale financial scenarios.  

Elementium OS is to offer safe and efficient underlying platform for financial services, whilst the underlying 

Blockchain technology package provided by it can help financial service providers fast develop Blockchain 

application on Elementium OS, and give an assurance in terms of safe transactions, transfer efficiency and speed 

of wallet synchronization.  

Social services and public interest 

The high reliability and irreversibility of the data saved on Blockchain enable Blockchain to be naturally 

suitable for social services and public-interest scenarios, such as details of fund raising, donation projects, 

feedbacks from recipients and money flow, all of which can be saved on Blockchain and disclosed conditionally 

under the premise of meeting requirements of privacy protection law and other relevant rules and laws for 

project participants, thus facilitating the public and society to make supervision and prompt the healthy 

development of social benefit. 

Elementium OS accumulates a large amount of idle equipment resources, which can provide free of charge 

superior bookkeeping nodes and basic hashrate for social service and public interest field, and enable more 

organizations and individuals to take part in the social service and public interest projects. 

Other fields 

Blockchain has already widely applied into the traditional information internet field, whilst its application 

into the fields of social contact, entertainment, game, e-commerce, content and advertising has already 

implemented. Additionally, Blockchain technology has already extended into real economy. Distribution, 

irreversibility and traceability as the features of Blockchain technology have been widely explored for the 

transformation of real economy, and have already obtained initial success. The pattern and logic of Blockchain in 

the scenarios of real economy is becoming increasingly clear.  

In this backdrop, Elementium OS is willing to provide further customized services for project providers, such 

as hardware adaption, software preassembly and underlying interfaces, thus supplying underlying platform for 

industry development.  

Chapter 5   Product Roadmap 
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The product includes Elementium Browser PC terminal, Elementium Browser mobile terminal and 

Elementium Token. In the early stage, clients issue a big version updating containing important functions every 2 

to 5 months, and irregularly update small version with bug modifications and function optimization.  

5.1 Product Roadmap of Browser 

 

 

Fig. 13 

5.2 Milestones for Elementium Projects 
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Fig. 14 

 

5.3 Vision for Product 

We hope everyone can take part in the establishment of Blockchain industry, and enjoy the bonus brought 

by value-featured Internet era.  

Chapter 6   Realization of Technology 

6.1 Algorithm for Mining 

6.1.1 Support for multiple mining algorithms  

We provide not only the mining algorithms for the current mainstream cryptocurrencies, including SHA256, 

SHA156D, SHA512, Scrypt, X11, X13, X15 and X16R, but also multiple algorithms. 

6.1.2 Mining for more Tokens 

According to the mining algorithms of multiple mainstream Tokens, we take consistency feature from these 

algorithms, custom mining algorithms of browsers to mine other Tokens under the premise of maintaining 
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hashrate for Tokens as mining targets. Assembly language is used to increase the calling efficiency of hardware. 

According to analysis on users’ equipment hardware, control the strength for mining more Tokens while 

selecting the most appropriate mining strategy to maximize benefits for customers. 

6.1.3 Universal ledger 

Provide a great number of nodes with stable data, optimize BT technology, and increase the synchronous 

speed of ledger.  

6.1.4 Improvement of hardware efficiency 

According to actual configuration (especially low-end equipment) of CPU and N card / A card in user 

equipment, the interfaces provided by equipment manufacturers and operation systems are used to optimize 

the suitability of mining algorithms for mainstream Tokens, to increase the mining efficiency of equipment. 

Combined with multiple mining algorithms, the working tasks for GPU and CPU of users are rationally distributed, 

so that the service efficiency of user hardware is increased. 

6.1.5 Equipment protection 

Conduct real-time monitoring on equipment operation situation of users, set up necessary safe threshold 

values, and decrease mining frequency timely until mining progress is terminated to protect equipment. After 

the temperature is reduced to a safe value and kept for a period, the browser will automatically restart the 

mining progress. Make records of the system interference frequency until it reaches a certain value, and then 

warn the users of taking interference measures such as replacement of fans.  

6.2 Structure of Elementium Browser 

6.2.1 Layering of browser structure 

 

Fig. 15 

 

Each block represents a concept application layer. 

Blink（WebKit）is the page layout and render engine of open source, integrating system services related to 

platform, such as resource loading and graphs.  

GPU drive presents the GPU resource interfaces that need to be called to complete mining process, such as 

OpenCL interface and CUDA interface. 

Render engine as the “multiple progress embedded layer” of Elementium Browser is regarded as the agent 

of notices and commands on the whole procedure boundary. 
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Mining engine as the mining module of Elementium Browser is aimed to complete the calculation work 

related to mining via GPU interface. 

Scheduling on content and engine as the reusable component of main class in content module can be easily 

inserted and allow HTML multiple process to be shown into the view. 

Communication and scheduling of mining is responsible for job scheduling of mining progress, and regulate 

cloud parameters to conduct configuration and monitoring on mining engine according to hardware 

configuration in mainframes of users. 

Framework and interface of browser represent the window and interface of browser, and include several 

label pages and all interfaces that interact with users. 

6.2.2 Model of browser process 

 

Fig. 16 

We use an independent process for browser label page, to protect the whole application from being 

affected by mistakes in render engine, whilst we also limit access to others and other parts of the system from 

each render engine progress, which will bring benefits like internal storage protection and access control for web 

surfing in some aspects.  

Each render process has an overall RenderProcess object, to manage the communication related to browser 

process and to maintain the overall status. The browser maintains a corresponding RenderProcessHost for each 

render process, and the object is responsible to manage the browser status of render engine. The browser and 

render engine use IPC (inter process communication) for communication and data transfer. 

The entire mining process has an overall MinerProcess object, to manage the communication related to 

browser process and to maintain the overall status. The browser maintains a corresponding MinerProcessHost 

for each mining process, and the object is responsible to manage the browser status of mining engine. The 

browser and mining engine use IPC for communication and data transfer 
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The render process has one or several RenderView objects managed by RenderProcess, and they are 

corresponded to the label page of content. 

Mining process has one or several HashComputer objects managed by MinerProcess, and they are 

corresponded to the encryption algorithm for mining designated by users in browser. 

6.3 Structure of Elementium OS 

 

Fig. 17 

Firmware is the key to starting up operation system more safely and quickly. To this end, we will delete 

unnecessary components, and add support to verify each step in the guide process. Moreover, we will also add 

the support for recovering the system into the firmware. Meanwhile, we are able to avoid complexity of most PC 

firmware, because we don’t need to conduct backward compatibility to a large number of traditional hardware. 

Window manager is responsible to handle the interaction with multiple client windows. It carries out this 

operation by the way similar to that of other X window managers, with the methods of controlling window setup, 

of distributing the focus input and disclosing the hot key beyond the single browser window. If possible, 

communication between client and window manager should be in accordance with part of ICCCM (Inter-Client 

Communication Convention Manuel) and EWHM (Extended Window Hint Manager). 

Window manager also uses XComposite extension to redirect the client window to the offline image, so 

that the client window can draw a final composite image containing its content, thus deforming the window and 

mixing them together. Window manager has a synthesizer which can animate these windows and then display 

them via OpenGL or OpenGL | ES. 

Chapter 7   Elementium Token 

7.1 Introduction to ELET 

ELET as a decentralized Blockchain digital asset is the Tokens issued based on Elementium Future Ecology, 

and will be applied into many scenarios like Elementium Browser and Elementium OS. ELET amounts to 10 billion 

and is generated at a time. 
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Based on Blockchain smart contract and other underlying technologies, Elementium Future Project can 

realize transparent operation, with clear proceeds and community motivation. This mechanism ensures the ELET 

holders can enjoy their own rights and interests in a fair, just and transparent way. 

Meanwhile, in the early establishment, the operational capital for Elementium Future Project is obtained 

through ELET private placement.  

7.2 Application of ELET 

7.2.1 How to obtain ELET 

7.2.1.1 Obtaining from transaction 

Any users can obtain ELET through transactions. In the future, ELET will be listed in various stock exchanges, 

to facilitate users to purchase ELET according to their own actual demands.  

7.2.1.2 Obtaining from mining 

Elementium Browsers can capitalize on idle equipment hashrate of users to do mining. After users install 

and open Elementium Browsers to stimulate mining function, they can conduct mining as per preset procedure 

in background. To enable users to have stable proceeds, Elementium Browsers will cooperate with mainstream 

mine pools in the market, and conduct regular revenue settlement. Users will gain Elementium reward points 

after taking part in the mining, the computational formula for the reward points is as below: 

p=T*C*α 

p represents the total reward points accumulated in the settlement cycle 

T represents the time of mining 

C represents the hashrate of equipment 

α represents adjusting parameter, which is a fixed value in a single settlement cycle 

Elementium Browser Platform will grant ELET as the rewards on a regular basis according to users’ mining 

proceeds and total reward points, the following formula shows the rewards granted to an individual user: 

E=I*p*β/∑p 

E is the number of ELET obtained by a user 

I is the number of ELET, which is obtained by converting the total proceeds settled by the platform from 

mine pool in the settlement cycle, based on transaction platform price 

p is the total reward points that the user accumulated in the settlement cycle 

β is the parameter for reward distribution (which depends on the current division mechanism, and is 

generally a fixed figure less than 1) 

All reward points will be converted into ELET after settlement, and they will be accumulated from the next 

settlement cycle. 

Users can transfer ELET to digital wallets or designated transaction platform for transactions, and the 

platform will ask for a small amount of service charge as per cash withdrawal amount. Elementium Browser will 

complete mining settlement at fixed time each week, and issue corresponding ELET. When the value of Token is 

stable, the settlement time will be further shortened.  

According to the network hashrates and prices of mainstream Tokens in May 2018, the corresponding 24-

hour proceeds of part of mainstream video cards are shown as below: 
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Type of video 

card 
Hashrate (MB/S) 

Estimated proceeds 

(USDT) 

GTX 780 2.5 0.12  

GTX 980 2.5 0.12  

GTX 980 Ti 2.6 0.12  

RX 460 10.4 0.50  

GTX 1050 Ti 11.5 0.55  

RX 560 11.6 0.56  

GTX 1060  18.3 0.88  

RX 470D 19.9 0.96  

R9 380X 20.5 0.98  

GTX 1080  20.7 0.99  

RX 470 20.9 1.00  

RX 570 22.6 1.08  

RX 580 23.6 1.13  

RX 480 23.8 1.14  

GTX 1070  25.5 1.22  

R9 Fury 29 1.39  

GTX 1080 Ti 31.5 1.51  

Table 1 

Note: as per 1ETH=623.3USDT 

7.2.1.3 Obtaining from rewards for users 

In the early stage of the project, the Foundation will contribute 40% of total ELET as reward pool to 

motivate users. In the future, it will put great profits into the reward pool. Therefore, users will get generous 

additional mining rewards while gaining mining proceeds. Meanwhile, Elementium Browser Platform will grant 

users ELET as motivation for their actions, including but not limited to keeping online, clicking advertisement, 

sharing the experience of attracting new customers, and participating in community interaction. The above 

rewards will be given to users in the means of reward points which will be converted into ELET at each 

settlement date. 

7.2.2 Payment application of ELET 

Elementium Browser has already attracted a large number of users who are interested in Blockchain. 

Because of its unique characteristic of acquisition of profit, it will entail attracting more and more users in the 

future, based on which, ELET is about to be applied into several scenarios as payment tool. 

7.2.2.1 Advertising placement by enterprises 
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Under the premise of ensuring user experience, Elementium Browser will set up some advertising spaces in 

different product display places, so that advertisers can display their product advertisements as long as they 

mortgage some ELET (mortgaged Tokens). The expense for advertisements is calculated by the way of CPM, and 

will be deducted from the mortgaged Tokens. In the same situation, the advertisers who mortgage more Tokens 

will get priority to display their advertisements. With the growth of the Elementium Browser users, the 

Foundation will enrich browser advertising businesses (such as introduction of other payment ways, accurate 

advertising placement as per user label and advertising time), to maximize the benefit for platform and users, 

whilst it will make dynamic adjustment to standards of mortgage and charge, according to market conditions. 

7.2.2.2 Display of optimizated projects 

Elementium Browser can provide customers with website navigation bar link, optimized webpage jump, 

directional acceleration for telegram group of project provider, which are charged by using time, and require 

users to mortgage certain ELET. In case that the project provider breaks the rules, is prosecuted or asked to stop 

services, the platform will use the mortgaged Tokens by enterprise / project provider to make compensation for 

its telegram group users. The Foundation will make dynamic adjustment to standards of mortgage and charge, 

according to market conditions. 

7.2.2.3 Purchase of platform nodes 

The browser accumulates a great deal of hashrate and a large number of bookkeeping nodes, so they can 

provide any main chain with physical support as super nodes and offer these nodes user base. The enterprise 

customers are charged for node services. Such functions will charge ELET as per time and using amount, and 

require customers to mortgage certain ELET. The Foundation will make dynamic adjustment to standards of 

mortgage and charge, according to market conditions. 

7.2.2.4  Ecological application  

The browser as platform-level product has a great potential for strong ecological extension. In the 

future, Elementium Browser Platform and its ecological partners can develop browser-based games, social 

contact, e-commerce and other ecological applications. And ELET will become the major circulation medium of 

ecological application transaction and community motivation. 

7.2.3 Proceeds of ELET holders 

7.2.3.1 Participation in airdrop 

Elementium Browsers support Token airdrop. Token issuers with a desire for publicity and issuance can 

directionally airdrop Tokens to the binding wallets of Elementium Browser users. And the number of Tokens for 

each user depends on total Tokens airdropped by the issuers and the number of ELET held at that time (the 

mortgaged Tokens are not included in distribution) 

7.2.3.2 Participation in major policy decision for platform 

Changes for profit distribution scheme, alternation for Foundation constitution and new platform business 

extension on Elementium Browser Platform are determined by all ELET holders through vote, and their voting 

power is consistent with the proportion of the number of the held ELET to the number of circulated ELET 

7.3 Appreciation Potential of ELET 
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ELET is unchanged in total number, and has no additional issuance. The Foundation makes a commitment 

that it will grant users the ELET received for the operation of Elementium Browser at a fixed proportion. With 

the increase of users for Elementium Browsers, the commercial value of such browsers is increased, so that 

more enterprises are willing to pay ELET for specific services. Moreover, many business activities under 

Elementium Browser ecology need to mortgage certain ELET, which will, to some extent, reduce the total 

circulation of ELET, thus increasing its unit value. 

Chapter 8   Issuance Plan of ELET 

8.1 Generation and distribution scheme for ELET as Elementium Token 

ELET as elementium Token is generated at a time via Elementium Browser Platform, amounting to 10 billion, 

with its initial distribution shown as below: 

 Number of ELET Proportion  Statement  

Private 

placement  

2,500,000,000 25% Failed fund raising automatically enters into mining reward 

pool 

Reward 

pool 

4,000,000,000 40% Part of operation profits from the Foundation will enter into 

reward pool (see Note 1) 

Foundation  1,500,000,000 15% Used for daily operation and ecological reward 

Operation 

promotion  

2,000,000,000 20% Used for operation promotion and initial platform 

establishment  

Table 2 

 

Note 1: The ELET that Elementium Browser received from B terminal customer and the ELET obtained by 

user transaction activities will be temporarily saved in the Foundation that will audit this part of businesses on a 

regular basis (each season) and announce the audit results. Moreover, the Foundation will conduct secondary 

allocation to the ELET deducting external cost and expenses at the proportion shown as below: 

 Proportion  Statement  

Reward for 

team operation 

20% Used to pay for daily expenses like team salary 

Operation 

reserve 

20%-30% The Foundation will adjust allocation proportion within certain range 

as per demands 

Reward pool 50-60% 
The Foundation will adjust allocation proportion within certain range 

as per demands 

Table 3 
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Chapter 9   The Foundation 

9.1 The Founding of The Foundation 

Elementium Browser Platform is managed and operated by ELET Foundation which was registered in 

Republic of Singapore, with a major aim of operating Elementium Browser Platform in a fair, just and 

transparent way and of providing support for R & D team of Elementium Browser. 

9.2 Structure of Foundation Organization 

To promote the fast development of Elementium Browser Platform, push forward the implementation of 

Elementium Browser commercialization and attract more users and corporate customers to use Elementium 

Browser platform, the structure of the entire ELET Foundation is as below: 

9.2.1 Policy-making committee 

This committee as the supreme policy-making organ of Elementium Browser Platform has a final say in 

policies, and it can determine who are allowed to access into the Elementium Browser Platform, and how to 

adjust main chain parameters, as well as other core ecological proposals, and it is also responsible to audit and 

approve strategic planning, annual plan and budget on Elementium Browser. Moreover, it is elected through the 

number of ELET held by participants of Elementium Browser Platform and its members are equal in posts and 

have two-year tenure. 

9.2.2 Executive head 

Executive head elected by the policy-making committee is responsible for the committee. He or she will 

take full responsibility to the daily operation and management of Elementium Browser Platform, and make 

report to the policy-making committee on a regular basis. He or she is entitled to establish an executive 

department to assist him or her in daily operation work. 

9.2.3 Technical committee 

Technical committee is in charge of the development and verification work of underlying technologies and 

the daily operation of Elementium Browser Platform, and of tracing the latest technologies and market demand. 

Technical R & D committee is composed of technical research and development department, technical 

consultant department, product design department and other functional departments.  

9.2.4 Operating committee 

Operating committee is responsible for the building of the whole Elementium Browser Platform System and 

the operating maintenance of user community. It is composed of product operation department, business 

promotion department, community operation maintenance department and other functional departments.  

Chapter 10   Introduction to Team 
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10.1 Core Innovative Team 

Daniel Li, founder and CEO, is an expert in Internet and Blockchain industry. He used to engage in product 

research and development and management in Tencent, ETCP and Donews, and created two ten-million-user-

level products from 0 to 1. He has abundant practical experience in product design and promotion.  

Jimmy Li, cofounder and COO, is an expert in Mar-Tech and Blockchain industry and responsible for flow 

operation and resource integration. He engaged in core technology and market & sales operation management 

for almost 20 years in Baidu and Microsoft, and has a deep understanding of and abundant practical experience 

in application technology and data-driven products and business model design and its commercialization.  

CharlesSong, cofounder and CTO, is an expert in computer software and Blockchain technology, and is 

responsible for research and development and management of products, design of technical structure and 

formulation of long-term technical strategy. He engaged in technological research and development and 

management for over ten years in Lenovo and Donghua, and has been deeply studying browser products for 

many years, and once led and developed CoolNovo, SevenStars and coowon. He is an elite talent in browser 

development line in China, and has a deep understanding of and abundant experience in the combination of 

technology and application.  

10.2 Consultation Team 

Liang Zeng as the founding partner of Double Chain Capital and an internet entrepreneur and angel 

investor has a deep study and investment in fields of Blockchain, artificial intelligence and digital marketing. He 

used to be a senior executive in Kingdee Group, Microsoft and Baidu. He achieved his master of engineering 

degree from Tsinghua University and the MBA degree from Georgia Institute of Technology in the U.S. 

Zhai Junlong as a technological expert used to be CTO of Sinoway Credit, CTO of Forex, founder and CEO of 

CoolNovo, technical director of Tencent and architect of Nokia. He is good at tackling difficult technical problems, 

large-scale software engineering development, establishment of technical team and team management, and has 

20-year experience in computer software development and management. 

Huo Xingkai as a security expert is partner and CTO of Juzhongjoy, a member of the founding team of 

Nexusguard cloud platform, and has extensive experience in fields of telecom operator, game and network 

security. He has provided anti-attacking services for many internet groups and banks in Southeast Asia, and 

offered telecom operators in many countries security service schemes and technological platforms, and is an 

overseas technology provider of Huawei cloud security. Moreover, he has a deep research on contract security.  

Prof. Daniel Sun, who graduated in Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications, is an expert in 

strategy and marketing management and also a doctor majoring in management science and engineering; 

meanwhile, he also is an EMBA of China Europe International Business School. He has engaged in digitalized 

strategic transformation and innovation research for many years. 
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10.3 Investment Institutions 

     

 

 

10.4 Partners 

     

 

Chapter 11   Risk Warnings 

The ELET Foundation is convinced that there exist numerous risks in the process of development, 

maintenance and operation of Elementium Browser, many of which are beyond the control of the ELET 

Foundation. In addition to the other contents in the White Paper, each ELET purchaser should carefully read, 

apprehend and consider the following risks, and then decide whether to take part in the sales plan of ELET.  

Each ELET purchaser should pay attention to the fact that although ELET Foundation was founded in 

Republic of Singapore, ELET only exists in virtual internet space without any physical presence, so that it doesn’t 

belong to or have association with any specific country. 

Participation into the public sale plan should be determined prudently, and it is deemed that the 

purchasers have already known and agreed the following risks: 

11.1 Risk of Brain Drain 

Elementium Browser Platform develops an active and competent talent team, attracts many senior 

practitioners in Blockchain, and employs many technological developers with extensive experience, however, in 

the future development, there is possibility that departure of core personnel and in-team conflict would lead to 

a negative impact on Elementium Browser Platform.  

11.2 Technological Risk on Project  

The increasing development of cryptology or scientific and technological development such as development 

of quantum computer may have an unexpected influence on the industry. During the product upgrading, there 

might be some loopholes. These loopholes will be immediately fixed after being spotted, but we still cannot 

ensure a zero impact.  

11.3 Risk of Hacker Attack 
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Elementium Browser Platform may have risk of various hacker attacks, including but not limited to denial of 

service attack, Sybil attack and malware attack or consistency attack.  

11.4 Risk of Uninsured Loss 

Unlike bank account or accounts of other financial institutions, assets saved in the Elementium Browser 

account or related Blockchain accounts generally have no insured assurance. In any case, no public individual 

organizations are responsible for your loss.  

11.5 Other Unknown Risks  

In addition to the risks mentioned in the White Paper, there are still some systematic risks that founding 

team has not mentioned or expected. Besides, other risks may occur suddenly or in the form of combination of 

mentioned risks. Before making decisions, participants are advised to first make a full understanding of the team 

background and apprehend the overall framework and idea of the project, and then decide whether to take part 

in the project.  

 


